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 AKI Setting（Optical Sensor/Mechanical shock） 

1. Software setting: 

Press ctrl+alt+shift+e, go into machine parameter 

Select “Expand parameter” 

 

BK3 Automatic knife initialization: Optronic Sensor (If your machine is 

mechanical AKI, you need select mechanical shock) 

Whether on both sides of the knife:  × 

Both sides of the knife: Unilateral knife. 
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2. Preparation 

Make sure that every head can cut in same point ,no matter which head you 

select they always lower down in same position. 

3.Set AKI coordinate  

Open cutterserver, configuration → Automatic knife Initialization → 
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First Adjust Tool Point 

Tips: 

First adjust tool point: used for set first(right) AKI device coordinate. 

For BK3 machine, only need set first adjust tool point. 

 

 

Select “first adjust tool point” 

Use keyboard to move the first cutting head toward to AKI device (right 

side)  

Make sure the head center at the center of AKI device, if a cutting tool 

installed on the head ,when the head lower down the blade can shield the 

red light.(If your AKI device is mechanical model ,just make sure tools 

can down to the center of AKI device ) 

Click “save” to save the parameter. 

So when you want calibrate tool automatic ,the tool will move this point 
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to start calibrate. 

 

4.Test  

Select one tool which one you want calibrate 

  Click AKI icon  
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Check positon: 

 

 

Before first use, select “start test”, then press any direction key, 

head will move to AKI device, after it done, check the position if it 

is correct. 

If position is good, cancel “start test” 

Check sensor: 

Select “check photoelectric” 

Use something to shield the sensor, if sensor has problem there will has 

a error. 

If sensor is good, cancel “check photoelectric” 
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5.Start 

 

Press the emergency stop button if anything goes wrong when machine 

calibrate cutting depth automatic. 

Select one tool which one you want calibrate 

Click “Execute” to start automatic calibrate. You can get a cutting 

depth value A. 

Click “manual adjust” icon 

 

Use up and down key to calibrate cutting depth manually, get a cutting 

depth value B. 

Calculate B-A = C , C is the value which you need set in “repair” 
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If you need cut on the alternative felt, you need set “alternative felt 

thickness”,this value depend on your actual situation. 

 


